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Abstract: It is known that protein dimers form in a solution before proteinase K crystallization.
Simulations of the dimer, i.e., a precursor cluster of the proteinase K crystal, at different temperatures,
show that molecular dynamics methods make it possible to trace spatial and temporal changes
in the internal structure of the crystal-forming dimer when heated to temperatures far from the
denaturation. Based on the results of the modeling, the stability of the precursor cluster was evaluated
at 19 temperatures (from 20 to 80 ◦C). An anomalous behavior of the dimer was found above 60 ◦C—a
special temperature for the proteinase K (from Parengyodontium album) when the enzyme exhibits its
maximal activity.
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1. Introduction

It is well known that the investigation of proteins’ structures is the most important
tool for determining the mechanisms of their functioning. However, protein structure
identification remains one of the main problems. At the same time, the main challenge
of X-ray diffraction analysis, which is the most common technique of protein structure
determination, is the crystallization of proteins. However, significant progress has been
made in this area recently. It is shown that at the initial stage of nucleation an intermediate
solution phase appears with the formation of special protein oligomers—precursor clus-
ters [1–3], whose examination can provide important information about the behavior of
proteins before crystallization and their interaction with each other and the environment.

Recently, using the SAXS method, it has been found that precursor clusters during
proteinase K crystallization are dimers [4], while the molecular dynamics technique has
revealed which of the six possible dimers is the most stable [5].

In molecular biology, proteinase K is widely used to remove protein impurities in nu-
cleic acid preparations. In addition, proteinase K rapidly cleaves and inactivates nucleases
in DNA or RNA preparations. At the same time, activity of the proteinase K extracted from
Parengyodontium album increases by heating from 20 to 60 ◦C and then decreases from 60 to
80 ◦C [6].

In the present work, the stability of the precursor cluster of the proteinase K crystal was
studied by molecular dynamics in a wide temperature range from 20 to 80 ◦C, including a
point of the enzyme maximal activity at 60 ◦C.
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2. Materials and Methods

Preparation of dimer models was conducted as in [5]. The molecular model of possible
growth units of proteinase K crystals was built using the crystal structure obtained from
tetragonal crystals of the enzyme, PDB ID: 7A68, which belongs to the P43212 space group.
Using the PyMOL software [7] and the symmetry operators of sp. gr. P43212, a fragment
of the tetragonal proteinase K crystal structure was reconstructed, a dimer was isolated
from it, and the dimer co-ordinates were obtained. The precipitant ions associated with
proteinase K crystal were retained in the dimer structure (there are two sodium ions per
protein molecule), while water molecules were removed.

Protonation states of amino acid residues at pH 8.0 (in accordance with the pH values
of the corresponding crystallization solution [4]) were defined using the PROPKA server
(Version 2.0.0 [8]).

All calculations were performed using the GROMACS version 2021 software [9].
Molecular dynamics was simulated in the Amber ff99SB-ILDN force field [10] containing
refined torsion potentials for some groups of atoms.

Each dimer was placed in the center of a cubic simulation box. The minimum distance
between the box edge and any protein atom was 1 nm. Each box was filled with the
4-site water model designed to use the Ewald summation methods (TIP4P-Ew [11]). The
NaNO3 precipitant concentration in the box was 0.5 M, according to the crystallization
conditions. 3D structure of NO3

− ion was obtained from PDBeChem (code: NO3), and the
ion’s topology was generated using the ACPYPE protocol [12]. The total charge of each
box was neutralized by adding a negligible number of chloride ions (four), as it applies to
the PME algorithm for calculating long-range electrostatic interactions.

Before each start of the productive MD calculations, the energy of the systems was
minimized by the steepest descent method (50,000 steps) until the force acting on any atom
became less than 1000 kJ/(M·nm−2). Then, the boxes were thermostated for 100 ps by the
modified Berendsen (V-rescale) method [13] in the NVT-ensemble and barostated for 100 ps
by the Parrinello–Raman algorithm [14] in the NPT-ensemble.

The productive MD simulation was conducted in the NPT-ensemble using the V-
rescale thermostat and the Parrinello–Raman barostat. Integration was performed using
a standard leap-frog algorithm [15] with the integration step set at 2 fs. The simulations
were conducted using three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions. Noncovalent
interactions were considered only for atoms located within a radius of 1 nm. The long-
range electrostatic interactions were processed by the smooth particle mesh Ewald (PME)
summation method [16] with cubic interpolation and grid spacing in Fourier space of
0.16 nm. The dimers’ bond lengths were constrained using the LINCS algorithm [17].

The duration of each trajectory was 100 ns. Independent simulations of the proteinase
K dimer were performed three times for each of 19 temperature values from 20 to 80 ◦C.

The structural alignment of the trajectories of the proteinase K atoms to the initial
position was performed by the command gmx trjconv with the flag −fit rot + trans. The
RMSF (Root Mean Square Fluctuation), RMSD (Root Mean Square Deviation), and Rg
(Radius of gyration) of Cα atoms were then calculated by running the commands gmx rmsf,
gmx rms and gmx gyrate, respectively.

3. Results and Discussion

Based on the results of the MD simulation, the graphs of the mean square fluctuations
(RMSF) of Cα atoms were plotted at all temperatures from 20 to 80 ◦C. The RMSF values
serve as a measure of the polypeptide chain flexibility, as they indicate the degree of
deviation of every Cα atom from its average position. The lower the RMSF value of an
atom the more stable it is.

To be clear, Figure 1 shows the RMSF only at several characteristic temperatures, for
each of which the RMSF values were averaged over three independent simulations. It is
obvious that the proteinase K dimer is the most unstable at 70 ◦C and the most rigid at
20 ◦C. Unexpectedly, the protein was more stable at 80 than at 70 ◦C. A visual inspection
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of the dimer trajectories revealed that from all modellings it dissociated into monomers
only once (in one of the three simulations at 70 ◦C). Figure 1 demonstrates that all Cα

atoms contribute to dimer destabilization at different temperatures almost equally, and they
mostly differ only by the absolute value of the RMSF. From Figure 1 it follows that residues
HID 229, PRO 228, and THR 227 of monomer 1 and LEU 131, SER 130, ALA 129, ALA 156,
VAL 37, ILE 38, TYR 36, and ALA 231 of monomer 2 fluctuate the least (RMSF < 0.55 nm);
residues SER 62, TYR 60, and TYR 61 of monomer 1 and ALA 2, ASN 5, PHE 266, SER 21,
THR 20, GLY 19, ALA 279, and THR 4 of monomer 2 destabilize the most (RMSF > 1.31 nm)
at 70 ◦C.
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Figure 1. RMSF graphs of Cα atoms of proteinase K dimers simulated in a solution at several
temperatures (20, 30, 40, 60, 70, and 80 ◦C).

Figure 2 shows that the most active residues are located on the surface of the dimer and
do not participate in the forming of direct contact, e.g., by covalent bonds, between monomers.

The change of oligomer structure during molecular dynamics was evaluated based on
the RMSD plots, i.e., root-mean-square deviation of all Cα atoms from the initial (crystalline)
structure. The difference between RMSF and RMSD is that RMSF reflects the fluctuations
of each atom around its average position over the entire simulation time, while RMSD
corresponds to the deviation of all atoms as a function of time.

The RMSD plot in Figure 3 demonstrates that most of all dimers destabilize at 70 ◦C
whereas its structure remained the most similar to the initial one at 20 ◦C, which agrees
with the RMSF results. It should be noted that at 80 ◦C protein destabilizes at the similar
pace as at 70 ◦C up to 20 ns, but it achieves its stable conformation in 20 ns at 80 ◦C, while
at 70 ◦C the dimer continues to transform, especially after 70 ns.

Based on these dependences (Figures 1 and 3 and similar for Rg), the values of the
RMSD, RMSF and Rg were averaged over all Cα atoms to study a set of temperatures, the
results of which are shown in Figures 4–6. The Rg (Radius of gyration) plot in Figure 6
characterizes the protein compactness. It is defined as the root-mean-square average of the
distance of all atoms from the center of mass of the protein.

It should be noted that the RMSF and RMSD values at 70 ◦C are higher than at 80 ◦C
for all three independent simulations.

It follows from Figures 4–6 that, in general, the dimer tends to destabilize with the
temperature growth even though the dependence is nonmonotonic. Figure 6 shows the
dimer tends to shrink with a temperature increase of up to 50 ◦C. The most noticeable
contribution to the averaged Rg value (3.26 nm) at 70 ◦C relates to the simulation when the
dimer dissociated into monomers.
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The explicit maximum at 70 ◦C in Figures 4–6 demonstrates an anomaly in this region.
In addition, as it follows from Figure 1, oscillations of all atoms are the most considerable
at this temperature. The structure transformation probably occurs because of the nature of
the proteinase K molecule itself since it continues to function at up to 80 ◦C even though its
activity peak is observed at 60 ◦C.

It is interesting to note that the pre-crystallization precursor clusters of the proteinase
K are stable over a wide temperature range: from 20 to 60 ◦C, which significantly exceeds
the temperatures of the existence of the lysozyme precursor clusters (octamers), which
begin to decompose at 30 ◦C [18]. Moreover, the stability of precursor clusters of a “non-
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thermophilic” lysozyme depends on the temperature much more monotonically than it is
for a proteinase K.
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4. Conclusions

Precursor clusters of proteinase K crystals are characterized by their strong stability
over a wide temperature range (up to 60 ◦C), which means that an uncommon crystal-
lization of this protein can be tested at high temperatures such as 50 ◦C. This expands the
possibilities of growing high quality proteinase K crystals.

The abnormal behavior of proteinase K dimers begins at 60 ◦C, that is the temperature
at which the interaction of the proteinase K with other proteins during their purification
disappears. The temperature of a sharp decrease in the interaction between proteinase K
molecules was found to coincide with the temperature of a decrease in the interaction of the
proteinase K with other proteins when using this protein for purification of other proteins.

Drastic changes in the interaction between the proteinase K molecules when the
temperature rises above 70 ◦C are unusual. The nature of this phenomenon is probably a
consequence of the proteinase K thermophilicity and requires further research.
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